We derive the form factors relevant for decays of pseudo-scalar mesons corresponding to the semi-leptonic decay B → Dlν. The simulations are performed in the quenched approximation at β = 6.0 and β = 6.2 using a non-perturbatively improved clover action. The slope of the Isgur Wise function and |V cb | are extracted from the form factors.
Introduction
The calculation of matrix elements corresponding to the semi-leptonic decay of heavy mesons is crucial to the extraction of elements of the CKM matrix. We present results of a lattice study of the decay between heavy-light pseudo-scalar mesons. The vector current matrix element can be parametrised in terms of two form factors
where v and v ′ are the meson four velocities and ω = v · v ′ . In the heavy quark limit, heavy quark symmetry reduces the two form factors to a single function of the recoil, ξ(ω), the Isgur Wise function [1] . For finite quark mass, there exist two sources of symmetry breaking, one from the exchange of hard gluons allowing resolution of the heavy quark dynamics by the light degrees of freedom, and modifications to the current arising from higher dimensional operators in HQET. The form factors are related to the Isgur Wise function by
where β ± and γ ± are the radiative and power corrections respectively.
Calculation Details
The simulation was performed on quenched lattices generated using the Wilson gauge action. The quark propagators were generated from an O(a) improved Sheikholeslami-Wohlert action with the coefficient c sw determined nonperturbatively [2] . The details are summarised in table 1. At β = 6.0 and β = 6.2 we used 305 and 216 configurations respectively. The inverse lattice spacing as determined from the string tension is a −1 = 1.89 GeV for β = 6.0 and a −1 = 2.64 GeV for β = 6.2. The four heavy and three light hopping parameters correpsond to the regions of charm and strange quark masses respectively. The matrix element in equation 1 is obtained from the large Euclidean time behaviour of the ratio of the three point function over the two meson correlators. The improvement prescription is completed with the modification of the vector current. Under the non-perturbative scheme, the renormalisation of the vector current is given by
where
and the improvement coefficients are all known non-perturbatively.
Results for
where due to Luke's theorem [3] , the power corrections to h + (ω) are suppressed at O( 
Heavy Quark Scaling
An Isgur-Wise function may be defined as
To test the heavy quark dependence of the form factors, degenerate transitions are fitted to the Neubert-Rieckert parametrisation [5] of the Isgur Wise function,
The results are shown in figure 2 . For both datasets, the data lie on the same curve. Independent fitting for each transition shows there is no dependence on heavy quark mass. Figure 2 . The radiatively corrected form factor h + (ω) corresponding to degenerate transitions.
Slope of ξ(ω)
The Isgur Wise function corresponding to the physical decays, B s → D s lν and B → Dlν may be obtained from the extrapolation of the light spectator anti-quark to the strange and chiral limits respectively. With only two values for the spectator, a linear fit is performed in the improved bare quark mass. From an analysis of the meson correlators it is found that at β = 6.0, κ c = 0.13525 and κ s = 0.13400, while at β = 6. 
Extracting |V cb |
The CKM element |V cb | may be extracted by comparing the theoretical prediction to the experimentally measured decay rate. However B → Dlν is helicity suppressed and hence the measured rate for B → D * lν is used instead. Ignoring kinematic factors, the rate is given by
where K(ω) is a collection of radiative and power corrections. Making the assumption K(ω) = 1 away from the limit of exact heavy quark symmetry, |V cb | is extracted comparing the experimental results from ALEPH [6] with our lattice results for ξ(ω). Hence we find, using Neubert's result for the radiative correction (β A1 
where the first error is statistical, the second is systematic (obtained from analysing the slope of ξ(ω) for different momentum channels) and the third is experimental. These values are consistent with the world average (|V cb | = 0.0395 +17 −17 [7] ).
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